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Methodology
Secondary Research:
My research is based on information collected through
secondary research. I collected qualitative and quantitative
data from academic journals, government websites, online
articles, and books. I also utilized the Mount Royal University’s
library to gain access to relevant scholarly research articles.
Practicing deep listening helps me effectively connect
different interrelated concepts surrounding disruption caused
by technology.
Analysis:
I analyzed conceptual nodes of my system through the use
of diagrammatic models such as Systems Mapping, Concept
Mapping and simple mental mapping to assist in elaborately
exploring the connections between various concepts
connected to my research. I also analysed my systematic
problem by applying deep listening during community-related
conversations to help connect different interrelated concepts
surrounding disruption caused by technology.

Recommendation
Calgary can embrace technological disruption by encouraging
digital collaboration and innovations through initiatives
such as coworking space developments, accelerators and
incubators developments, innovational government programs,
government funding for technology startups, venture capital
and angel investment acquirements, and crowdfunding
initiatives (Startup, 2020)
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The Journey
I started this fellowship journey trying to wrap my head around income inequality. I
decided to make some contemporary paintings around the things I saw on my
walks home from MRU. All these paintings are inspired from events that took place
in Lower Mount Royal (Calgary, Alberta) in between October, 2019 to April 2020.

The Collection

‘Dumpster in alley way’
Acrylic on canvas

This was the first painting I
made in Fall 2019. I noticed that
many lower class people would
dig through the dumpsters in the
alleyways behind my apartment
for their daily treasures. ‘These
are the antiheroes of a classist
and capitalist modern world’, I
thought to myself.

‘Looking through dumpster in alleyway’
Acrylic on framed panel

‘Big dumpsters behind 140 10 ave sw’
Acrylic on wood panel

Spare Change, Spare Chance

‘Spare Change’
Acrylic & Mixed Media on Wooden Canvas
I found this wooden canvas covered in snow behind a
dumpster in an alleyway with inscriptions stating
‘Homeless & Hungry Pls Spare Change’. I then took it
home where I put all my spare change and other spare
items onto the canvas and painted onto it. This piece
struggles with how spare change could ever make a
true difference for someone facing the systematic
problem we know as poverty. I started to understand
that income inequality was not poverty.

‘Footy Steve At Ship & Anchor’
Pubs and cocktail bars are bohemic
places to connect with people about
my research. Eventually I started doing
work on understanding technological
disruption. I was also realizing that
older people might be losing
connection with technology and this
could narrow the scope of people that
could fill in tech skill gaps in high tech
jobs. Footy Steve worked at the zoo
and he told he how the animals are
kept in controlled environments that
operate automatically with the help of
technology. He’s also an avid soccer
match observer.
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Introduction
Calgary is going through a period of intense disruptions
(Stephenson, 2020). Fluctuating market shifts, a declining
oil/gas industry and the COVID-19 pandemic are but a few
of the disruptions conspiring to bring considerable socioeconomic adversity to Calgary (Stephenson, 2020). This paper
explores the disruptive ‘technological wave’ and whether it is
encouraging a growing level of income inequality.
How might we address income inequality caused by
technological disruption in Calgary?
Research suggests that about 400 to 800 million occupations
will be replaced by automation in the next 10 years (Vincent,
2017). Companies in Calgary’s traditional industries (like oil
and gas) are investing heavily into technology because they
believe that Calgary’s technology industry can be a more
reliable industry when compared to traditional industries
(Bell, 2020). Research suggests that disruptive technology
can propagate income inequality and cause many workers
to redefine their career paths or retrain for ‘in-demand’ jobs
(Vincent, 2017).
Innovative ideas and entrepreneurial adaptability can help
trigger the initiatives we need to properly utilize technological
advancements to aid or bridge income inequality in Calgary
(Innovating Canada, 2020).

Background
I initially signed up to be a member of the Trico Studio in 2018
because of Safehouse Society for Innovation and Creativity, a
non-profit I’m involved with.
The Trico Studio is a space to network with other non-profits
and changemakers who are really trying to make a difference
through intellectual ideas, collaboration and action. It’s the
place to be. I met Barb Davies at the Trico Studio and she
told me about the Institute For Community Prosperity and
the Catalyst Fellowship. As a catalyst fellow, I was partnered
up with Calgary Economic Development (CED) and Catherine
Pearl, my faculty mentor. CED is interested in how to mitigate
income inequality caused by technological disruption and
I feel very excited to help CED make a real difference by
working on this particular systemic problem.

This research illuminates how technological disruption
contributes to income inequality in Calgary. It elaborates
on the Gini Coefficient and Palma ratio which are used to
measure income inequality. It benchmarks against similar
economies, exploring what other cities are doing to embrace
the technological wave. This research also defines what midsized economies are and explains why they are significant to
the benchmarking process. It also considers how bridging
the lack of high-tech talent in Calgary’s growing technology
industry can be significant to mitigating income inequality
through opportunities created by technological innovations.

Research Methods
My research is based on information collected through
secondary research. I collected qualitative and quantitative
data from academic journals, government websites, online
articles, and books. I used the Mount Royal University’s
library to gain access to relevant scholarly research articles.
Practicing deep listening helps me effectively connect
interrelated concepts surrounding disruption caused by
technology. Constant engagement in personal conversations
with various Calgarians about my research helped better
connect with this research and its possibilities. I would have
liked to engage more with the Calgary community through
a community event, but the Covid-19 pandemic enforced
physical distancing.
This report uses diagrammatic models such as systems
Mapping, concept Mapping and simple mental mapping to
assist in exploring the connections between various concepts
and my research.

How can we measure income
inequality?
Gini Coefficient:
This is a global method of quantifying inequality. It is usually
a number in between 0 and 1, where 0 represents a situation
whereby everyone has equal wealth and 1 represents one
person accumulating all the wealth. This measurement
method seems very reactive, and the changes at the extreme
ends are usually not reflected clearly (BBC, 2015).
Palma Ratio:
The Palma Ratio is used as a proxy for income inequality (BBC,
2015). It has been used by advanced economies to determine
income inequality (BBC, 2015). It is useful for analyzing the
top 0.10 of wealthy people and the bottom 0.40 of people
living in impoverishment (BBC, 2015).
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What is income inequality?

Technological Disruption

Income inequality is the great dissimilitude of wealth
distribution between dissimilar sections of a given population
(Kopp, 2019). It is the unequal distribution of income among a
section of the population when compared to another section
of the population (Kopp, 2019). These sections are determined
by population demographics and factors including gender,
profession, background (Kopp, 2019). Major cities in Canada
are currently challenged with experiencing significant income
inequality when compared to income inequality in more
rural towns (Abedi, 2017). Income inequality is a systematic
problem that is detrimental to Calgary’s financial stability
(D’Orazio, 2019). Research suggests that income inequality
is a significant problem because it can propagate higher
credit demands, higher unemployment, economic volatility,
and financial fragility (D’Orazio, 2019).

Technological disruption occurs when technological
innovation alters the way certain tasks are executed (Smith,
2019). Unlike various other factors that propagate income
inequality, technological disruption progresses exponentially
(Gibson, 2018). Research suggests that our modern society
may not be ready for the changes that are going to occur due
to exponential technological advancements (Gibson, 2018).

Income inequality arises from various factors, including the
following:
Policy: Public policy or policies of financial institutions
affect economic agents through taxation and redistribution
of income and financial borrowing or loaning activities.
Loosened credit policies can encourage income inequality
due to debt-related behaviours in poorer households
whereby the poor become poorer due to debt acquisition.
At the same time, lower access to credit can lead to lower
market shares and unemployment. Policy has the power to
either propagate or mitigate income inequality (D’Orazio,
2019).
Market Power: Market power promotes income inequality
(Ennis et al., 2017). The rich own shares and gain returns on
their investments in corporations; these corporations can
increase their prices (which only the wealthy can afford);
the poor get poorer by purchasing these highly priced
commodities and the rich continue to profit from market
power and relatively high prices in this way (Ennis et al.,
2017). Market power can lead to the increase of wealth
among wealthy people while reducing the wealth of poorer
sections of the population (Ennis et al., 2017).
Technological Disruption: is when an alteration of
work tasks occurs due to the growth of technological
advancements (Gibson, 2018). More will be explained
about how this factor contributes to income inequality in
the following section.

How is Technological Disruption contributing to Income
Inequality in Calgary?
Middle class jobs in Calgary that require repetitive tasks are at
risk of automation (Stauch & Turner, 2020). Income inequality
is expanding because middle class jobs like trucking, cashiers,
telemarketing and certain labour-intensive jobs are being
replaced by technological innovations (Stauch & Turner, 2020).
Technological disruption causes labour displacements which
can increase inequality because of super intelligent computers
being able to do various complex tasks (Gibson, 2018).
Technological advancements can affect jobs in the tech
industry as demonstrated in Fig. 1C (refer to appendix) (Metta
et al., 2018). On one hand, disruption caused by technology
can lead to the loss of support jobs that involve moderate
to low level skills (Metta et al., 2018). On the other hand,
technological advancements can create opportunities for high
level professions such as software engineering, IT and data
management (Metta et al., 2018); technological innovations
can also use gamification and simple interfaces to help middle
class workers effectively work with technology in various
jobs (Metta et al., 2018). Information and Communication
Technology comprises a majority (about 61%) of the
technology industry in Canada (Statista, 2018). ICT makes
up about 4.5% of Canada’s GDP (Canada, 2019). Technology
provides useful tools to help answer complex problems in
everyday life (Metta et al., 2018). Middle class jobs in Calgary
that are usually social in nature are less likely to be disrupted
by technological advancements, but even such jobs may use
technological advancements to better aid their work tasks
(Metta et al., 2018).
The urgency about technological disruption is that it can
lead to the loss of many middle class and low-skilled jobs,
thereby propagating income inequality (Stauch & Turner,
2020). Research suggests that Calgary’s industries need
to properly utilize and embrace technology to help prevent
economic adversities such as increased income inequality
(Chin et al., 2018).
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Calgary’s unique relationship with Technological Disruption
and Income Inequality?
Historically, Calgary has experienced a thriving oil and gas
industry (Doherty, 2019). This industry has faced significant
decline and disruption in recent years (Subramaniam, 2019).
Around 2014, a major economic downturn was triggered by
a fluctuation of global oil and gas prices (Doherty, 2019).
Canada has lost about 50,000 oil-related jobs in the last few
years (Subramaniam, 2019). About 40,000 middle class jobs
in oil and gas such as fracturing and drilling have been lost
due to the recession (Doherty, 2019). Thousands of middle
class jobs in construction and manufacturing have also been
adversely affected by the recession (Doherty, 2019). This
downturn was made worse in early 2020 by a Saudi-Russian
induced supply glut coupled with collapsing global demand
due to the COVID 19 pandemic (Seskus, 2020). My systems
map (Fig. 1C in appendix) shows how the decline of traditional
industries relates to the availability of jobs to Calgarians.
Calgary’s dependence on the oil and gas industry could
be contributing to the income inequality it is experiencing
(Subramaniam, 2019).
Research suggests that Calgary’s formerly booming oil
economy in Calgary encouraged residents to study oil-related
academic programs in the past (Fletcher, 2019). This might
explain why there is currently a shortage of tech-related talent
in Calgary (Fletcher, 2019). Calgary’s specific problem is that
its growing technology sector finds it difficult to fill technologyrelated job positions because of a significant lack of techrelated talent in Calgary (Castillo, 2019). Older professionals
have also grown out of touch with technology, and this
further encourages income inequality due to traditional
industries becoming technologically intensive (Cowen,
2014). However, Calgary’s thriving technology industry can
be the silver lining that bridges a significant amount of
income inequality (Fletcher, 2019). Research suggests that
diversifying Calgary’s economy by investing in technology and
technological innovation can help bridge income inequality by
providing more tech-related jobs for Calgary residents (Nati,
2019). For example, investments in interfaces that are easier
for middle to low skilled workers to use can innovatively help
to bridge Calgary’s income inequality in the years to come
(Cowen, 2014).

Fig. 1A

Rise in
Tech-related
employment
demand in YYC

Opportunity to
bridge income
disparity in Calgary’s
Employment Pool

Decline in
demand for oil
and gas
employment

Fig. 1A is a mind map that represents the idea of possible
innovational opportunities to bridge displaced professions
(especially from traditional industries like oil and gas) with
tech-related industries. Fig. 1B (refer to appendix) provides an
example of what a timeline could look like for bridging income
disparity through tech-related investments and initiatives.
As demonstrated in Fig.1C (refer to appendix), Calgary is
already taking some measures to adapt to the ‘tech wave’
by utilizing its strong ecosystem of about thirty coworking
spaces, accelerators and incubators (Startup, 2019).
Accelerators like the Trade Accelerator Program and The
Accelerators work to help innovative startups and ideas to
prosper (Calgary, 2020). Calgary is also taking initiatives
to redirect professionals from traditional industries (like oil
and gas) into tech-related jobs that are currently in demand,
thereby aiding to bridge income inequality (Stephenson,
2019). CED and the Informations and Communications
Technology Council (ICTC) recently developed an easy-touse web program that helps unemployed professionals find
their way back into jobs that can utilize their transferable
skills in Calgary (Calgary, 2019). Initiatives like Civic Tech
YYC, a meetup of community members interested in using
technology to better the community, create inclusive spaces
where people can foster innovative ideas for communal wellbeing (Civic Tech, 2020).
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Benchmarking
The benchmarking process compares similar cities to Calgary by looking at mid-sized urban cities in economically advanced
countries that are a part of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The hope of the benchmarking
is to expound innovative ideas that other similar cities are practicing in their conquest to mitigate income inequality caused by
technological disruption. The idea is to effectively triangulate cities, like Calgary, with similar advanced economies. Advanced
economies are more likely to be exposed to new technological advancements (Gibson, 2018). Advanced economies are also
more likely to tackle new economic issues caused by technological advancements (Gibson, 2018). The selection of these cities
is also based on key indicators such as economy, quality of life, a presence of higher learning institutions and household usage
of computers or gadgets with internet access (refer to Fig. 2B in the appendix).

Population Is
Mid-sized

Home to Universities/
Colleges/ Higher
Learning Institutions

Traditional
Industries*

Economy

Quality of Life

Household
Internet
Use

Bristol

463,400
(Bristol, 2020)

Yes
(Randstad, 2019)

Yes
(Ramsey, 2003)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(McKeever, 2019)

High - 91%
(Bristol, 2016)

Calgary

1,635,000
(Calgary, 2020)

Yes
(Kaufmann, 2020)

Yes
(Fletcher, 2019)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 89%
(Statistics, 2018)

Denver

727,211
(United, 2020)

Yes
(Accredited, 2019)

Yes
(Maclean, 2016)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Weber, 2018)

High - 83.7%
(United, 2020)

Aberdeen

227,560
(Scottish, 2018)

Yes
(University, n.d.)

Yes
(Roach, 2019)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 84%
(Aberdeen, 2018)

Pittsburgh

301,038
Yes
(Katz
&
Nowak,
2018)
(DATA USA, n.d.)

Yes
(PHMC, 2015)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 79%
(United, 2020)

City

*Traditional Industries include Oil/Energy, Manufacturing, Railways or Agriculture
Why OECD?
The OECD is a well-established organization of advanced countries that progressively tackles economic issues (OECD, 2020).
Canada is a proud member of the OECD (OECD, 2020). The OECD’s decades of experience as an organization makes them
capable of addressing modern disruptive issues (OECD, 2020). The OECD’s Gini Coefficient average is estimated to be 0.32
(Federal Ministry, 2019). Research suggests that about 59% of jobs in OECD countries can potentially be replaced by technology
in the next few years (Chin et al., 2018). Research suggests that cities in OECD countries, like Calgary, will be one of the first
cities to experience income inequality caused by technological disruption; this explains the sense of urgency that can be seen
in observing what innovations similar cities are initiating to mitigate the adverse economic effects of technological disruption
(Gibson, 2018).
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Benchmarked Cities
Bristol, United Kingdom (UK):
The UK has experienced significant income inequality with
almost half of its wealth captured by 10 percent of the upper
class (Partington, 2018). Brexit led to a depreciation of the
pound and eventually caused inflation in the UK (Partington,
2018). About 7 billion pounds was invested into UK startups
in 2018 (Williams, 2019). In 2019, over 10 billion pounds
was invested into tech startups (Bradshaw, 2020). The UK
is embracing the tech wave by becoming a hotspot for tech
investments (Wright & Armas, 2019). The UK has the leading
Fintech ecosystem in the world with many of its financial
organizations utilizing cloud computing (Wright & Armas,
2019).
Bristol is a mid-sized city in the UK with a population of
463,400 (Bristol, 2020). Bristol is becoming a tech hub with
about 35,000 tech-related jobs, over 200 tech startups and
an average salary or wage of about $80,000CAN (Randstad,
2019). Bristol is home to two universities (Randstad, 2019).
The University of Bristol has one of the top computer science
communities in the UK, and this has become a great resource
for talent to the tech companies operating in Bristol (Randstad,
2019). Bristol is also home to The Bristol Robotics Laboratory
(which is one of the top robotics research institutions in the
UK) (Randstad, 2019).
Bristol’s government initiatives such as the One City program
are pushing for community challenges that help bolster
innovations to help tackle problems such as income inequality
and air pollution (Bristol, 2019). The One City program hopes
to spark innovation by utilizing open source data to facilitate
tech-related challenges such as hacking and software
programming competitions (Bristol, 2019).
Bristol is pushing for a full-fibre initiative in an attempt to
connect rural parts of the city with urban parts of the city to
help with inclusive progression in its tech industry (Bristol,
2019). The One City program also hopes to create forums
to help foster digital education and innovation in Bristol’s
community (Bristol, 2019).

Pittsburgh, US:
Several decades ago, Pittsburgh was experiencing the loss
of around 100,000 steel-related jobs and lack of work was
at its highest point (Katz & Nowak, 2018). It experienced a
significant drop in population due to a lack of jobs after the
steel and manufacturing industries experienced significant
technological disruptions (Katz & Nowak, 2018). Like Calgary,
Pittsburgh has also been adversely affected by fluctuating
prices in the global oil and gas sectors (Deto, 2017).
Pittsburgh eventually rose from the ashes when Carnegie
Mellon University started developing robotics with support
from Bechtel Group to help with dangerous tasks at Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant (Katz & Nowak, 2018). Eventually
the National Robotic Engineering Center (NREC) was formed in
the Carnegie Mellon Robotics Institute to help catalyze robotic
innovations (Katz & Nowak, 2018). Pittsburgh embraced the
tech wave by encouraging tech funding, systems thinking and
entrepreneurial initiatives (Katz & Nowak, 2018). Pittsburgh is
making long-term investments in technology to help create
jobs through digital innovation and effective systems thinking
(Katz & Nowak, 2018). Pittsburgh went from rusting in its steel
manufacturing days to become an exemplary hotspot of
technology in the US (Katz & Nowak, 2018). It is now home to
big tech companies like Google, Uber and Ford that could hire
residents and create jobs (Katz & Nowak, 2018). Pittsburgh
aims to embrace the tech wave in a way that creates positive
economic advancements (Fraser & Fraser, 2018).
Pittsburgh is now on its way to becoming a smart city, but
some of the short-term costs are the loss of support jobs that
don’t require much skill (Deto, 2017). Pittsburgh’s government
perceives the loss of middle class jobs as a temporary
situation as its city matures into an innovative tech hub that
could offer innovative solutions to job loss in the future (Deto,
2017).

Bristol’s ‘Digital Inspector’ project helps use technology
to emboss safety on the roads through the analysis of live
footage from police vehicles driving around Bristol during their
regular activities (Bristol, 2019). This project hopes to help
with cost-effective road maintenance while simultaneously
helping reduce traffic (thereby aiding to alleviate poor air
conditions) (Bristol, 2019). Bristol’s government launched
Bristol Is Open (BIO), a collaboration with the University of
Bristol that helps test softwares and programs before they
get released to the masses (Bristol, 2019).
Bristol is also applying innovative funding through ‘initial coin
offerings’ which is a way of generating funds with the help of
crypto-currency investments (Bristol, 2019).
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Denver, US:
Denver is a city with about 727,211 residents (United, 2020).
The city is home to about 28 academic institutions including
universities and colleges (Accredited, 2019). Denver’s
traditional industries include railway, agriculture and oil/gas
(Maclean, 2016). A major downturn in Denver’s oil industry
around the 1970s catalyzed the Denver government to
develop a strategy that helped the city rely less on the oil and
gas industry (Maclean, 2016).
Denver’s strategy involves the development of funds that
helped diversify their economy (Maclean, 2016). The city
made significant investments in aeronautics and technology
to help effectively diversify the economy (Maclean, 2016).
Denver also supported the creation of the Denver Tech
Center which further propagated a healthy ecosystem for
tech (Maclean, 2016). Eventually, large tech companies like
Google started calling Denver home (Maclean, 2016). Denver
now has a prosperous Technology and IT industry that helps
provide some stability even when the oil and gas industry is
fluctuating (Accredited, 2019).
Aberdeen, UK:
Aberdeen is an urban city with a population of about 227,560
residents (Scottish, 2018). It is home to the revered University
of Aberdeen (University, n.d.). Aberdeen has also experienced
the recent oil recessions that have adversely impacted
Calgary’s economy (Smith, 2018). Many middle class and
lower class workers in Aberdeen have lost their jobs in
traditional industries like oil and gas (Smith, 2018).
Aberdeen’s government is working to execute their strategic
plan to diversify its economy through technological
advancements and entrepreneurial innovations (Smith,
2018). Aberdeen’s government is utilizing the City Region Deal
Investment (a 10 year agreement between Aberdeen, Scotland
and the UK to help revive Aberdeen’s economy) to help create
investments in innovation and technology (Scottish, 2018).
Research suggests that this deal could provide Aberdeen
access to about $150 million for diversification initiatives
such as funding for technological innovation and startups
(Scottish, 2018). Aberdeen’s diversification strategy involves
supporting its high-tech ecosystems through funding and
innovative ideas (Smith, 2018). This diversification strategy
aims to inspire tech companies to provide innovative solutions
that could help create jobs, improve infrastructure and support
communal well-being (Smith, 2018).
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So what did we learn from Benchmarking these cities:
City

Innovation/Initiative

Feasibility

Impact

Aberdeen

Aberdeen’s
Diversification
Strategy

Calgary would need to have access
to considerable funding - about
$100 million from Alberta or
Canada (Scottish, 2018).

New infrastructure such as Technology hubs
and centers could help propagate the creation
of new middle class jobs through technological
innovations (Smith, 2018).

Bristol

One City Program
(Bristol, 2019)

Calgary would need a fund of about
$12 million to help connect the
city through full-fibre connectivity
(Bristol, 2020).

More access to technology and the internet could
help Calgary’s population get more accustomed
to the use of technology, thereby bridging
technological illiteracy (Bristol, 2019). Connectivity
through online solutions could help connect indemand talent to the right middle class jobs in
Calgary (Bristol, 2019).

National Robotic
Engineering
Center (Katz &
Nowak, 2018)

A respected research institute or
university or the government in
Calgary would need to create a
centre for technological innovation;
the centre should have the ability to
work with global tech companies
through cooperative initiatives
(National, 2019).

This could create jobs for many residents in
Calgary and could attract global tech companies
that could collaboratively help create tech
innovations to help bridge income inequality
(National, 2019); such innovations could be
gamification applications to help support middle
class workers in Calgary (National, 2019).

Denver’s
diversification
strategy

Calgary would need to diversify
away from traditional industries
like oil and gas, and focus on
its technology and innovative
sectors (Konecny, 2015). Such a
strategy could take several years
of innovation and investment
(Konecny, 2015).

This could help support the prosperity of techrelated industries such as IT, Fintech, Healthcare
and Software Development (Konecny, 2015).

Pittsburgh

Denver
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Some Inspirational Cities
Berlin, Germany:
In recent years, cities in Germany, like Berlin, experienced a
deepening of income inequality (Carter, 2019). Berlin has a
Gini Coefficient index of about 2.9 (which indicates that Berlin
has less income inequality than Calgary) (OECD, 2018). This
rise in income inequality seems to have plateaued through a
job boom that followed after 2005, as there was a rise in fulltime employment in a way that helped lower and middle class
workers to avoid further income inequality (Martin, Martin &
Loffler, 2019). Tax rectification initiatives were also used to
stifle the expansion of income inequality in Germany after
2005 (Martin, Martin & Loffler, 2019). Germany is aware that
encouraging tech companies to thrive can create innovative
ideas and high wage or salary jobs (Federal Ministry, 2019).
Germany is also interested in ensuring healthy market
competition by making sure foreign tech companies are taxed
accordingly (Federal Ministry, 2019).
Berlin is known to be a new hotspot for technology (Rojas,
2018). A majority of digital startups in Germany operate
in Berlin (Rojas, 2018). Berlin is also one of the leading
destinations for foreign tech workers and startups (Rojas,
2018). Berlin is host to the Digital Innovation Summit which
is a yearly summit that started just over a decade ago (DIS,
2020). DIS invites global digital innovators to connect and
educate at the seminar (DIS, 2020). Berlin’s efforts to become
a space where tech startups can thrive is estimated to
produce around 100,000 jobs in 2020 (Rojas, 2018).
Berlin is home to Rocket Internet which is one of the
most influential companies when it comes to investing in
entrepreneurial tech ideas and startups (Rocket Internet,
2018). Rocket Internet is known for catalyzing a lot of the tech
scene in Berlin and is responsible for investing in companies
like home24, Hello Fresh and Zalando (Rojas, 2018).
Berlin is home to notable community hubs that act as
catalysts for innovation and networking (Rojas, 2018). Such
community hubs include Wework and Factory Berlin (Rojas,
2018). These community hubs and coworking environments
help bolster technological cooperation and innovation in Berlin
(Wework, 2020). Factory Berlin has thousands of members
that work out of its spaces; its competitive advantage is that
its founder Udo Schloemer is knowledgeable about tech as
well as real estate and this allowed him to source suitable
spaces for tech coworking spaces (Factory Berlin, n.d.).
Berlin’s efforts for technological innovation gave birth to the
famous ‘Soundcloud’ which is a music streaming platform
used globally today (Rojas, 2018).

Research suggests that tech companies in Berlin are slowly
progressing when it comes to how much innovation they are
providing to the public (Naude & Nagler, 2017). Since Berlin
hopes to become a smart city, government initiatives and
venture capital funds have been focused more on highly skilled
tech talent, and this could be affecting job opportunities for
middle class workers that are not highly skilled (Naude &
Nagler, 2017). Research suggests that government initiatives
that provide securities such as Universal Basic Income will be
helpful to mitigate income inequality (Naude & Nagler, 2017).
Research also suggests that government initiatives that enrich
poorer residents quicker than wealthy residents could help
bridge income inequality (Naude & Nagler, 2017).
Paris, France:
Cities in France, like Paris, are experiencing a decrease in the
number of middle class workers due to the automation of
work activities (Normand, 2019). Paris is facing a threatening
growth in income inequality (Hasselt, 2019). The city of Paris
is embracing the tech wave by becoming a tech superpower
(Trajkovska, 2019). Paris’ Gini Coefficient index is about
0.29 which means that Paris is experiencing relatively less
income inequality (OECD, 2018). There has been a recent
rise in funding for small tech companies (Trajkovska, 2019).
Paris has encouraged the use of start-up hubs to help catalyze
tech innovation and progression in the city (Trajkovska, 2019).
Some notable start-up hubs in Paris are Numa, Deskopolitan,
Station F(the largest European incubator campus based in
Paris), and Kwerk (Trajkovska, 2019). Some of these startup hubs offer conducive services and spaces for small
tech businesses (Trajkovska, 2019). These start-up hubs
have become generators of innovative tech ideas while
providing vibrant spaces for different minds to network and
exchange ideas (Trajkovska, 2019). Paris is using technology
in innovative ways to help tackle climate change(TT:Clear,
2017). Paris also plays host to forums such at the Disruption
Forum to help catalyze the exchange of information on how
to address technological disruption (Grynkiewicz, 2019).
The start-up companies working in these start-up hubs try
to use technology to make various services more accessible
for people (Trajkovska, 2019). Some of the top venture fund
companies are Bright eyes, Partech, Cap Horn Investment
and orange digital venture (Trajkovska, 2019). There seems
to be a pattern whereby entrepreneurs are creating venture
companies or start-ups to help support innovative tech ideas
and start-ups (Trajkovska, 2019). Entrepreneurs and angel
investors like Jean-David Blanc and Xavier Niel (main angel
investor for Station F) are known for backing start-ups through
venture capital management and funding (Trajkovska, 2019).

Global tech companies are recognizing Berlin as a hub for
tech talent (Earley, 2019). Berlin’s efforts to build a bubbling
ecosystem is finally paying off with companies like Revolut (a
France is also taking initiatives to attract global talent to work
UK Fintech company) creating many jobs for Berlin’s residents
in its booming technology industry in order to satisfy growing
(Earley, 2019).
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Conclusion
tech positions (Evans, 2018). France’s government initiated a
‘Tech Visa’ that allowed for tech-related talent to easily gain
access to booming ecosystems in Paris (Nawrat, 2019).
A tax of 3% on money made by large tech companies was
recently suspended because US companies felt that the tax
was weighing-down large companies such as Google and
Facebook (Amaro, 2020). The French government is currently
looking to help facilitate an international tax framework for
giant tech companies operating in OECD cities (Amaro, 2020).
La French Tech is a relatively new government initiative that
awards certifications to ecosystems in cities that prove to
be tech centres (Gouvernement, n.d.). Cities would usually
send an application to the La French Tech and get examined
before a certification is awarded (Gouvernement, n.d.). This
initiative focuses on encouraging what startups are working
on in a way that accelerates progress through the help of
venture funding, incubators and professional mentorship
(Gouvernement, n.d.). This government initiative also offers
opportunities with the help of the French ‘Tech Visa’, that help
international ecosystems collaborate with french ecosystems
in cities like Paris (Gouvernement, n.d.).

Observations & Implications
Technology has disrupted many jobs in Calgary, but Calgary
has also been recently hit by a recession that has also caused
the loss of thousands of middle class jobs that require
repetitive tasks and medium to low level skills (Doherty, 2019).
Mid-sized OECD economies (including Calgary) are embracing
the tech wave to generate technological innovations that can
benefit economic progression and enrich everyday life (Fraser
& Fraser, 2018). Technological innovations can help create
simpler interfaces and procedures to help support middle
class Calgarian jobs instead of replacing these jobs (Metta
et al., 2018).

Like Calgary, other advanced economies are embracing the
tech wave by catalyzing technological innovations through
digital ecosystems as demonstrated in Fig. 1C (Startup, 2020).
Calgary can embrace technological disruption by encouraging
digital collaboration and innovations through initiatives
such as coworking space developments, accelerators and
incubators developments, innovational government programs,
government funding for technology startups, venture capital
and angel investment acquisitions, and crowdfunding
initiatives (Startup, 2020).
Calgary can learn from Berlin by engaging in initiatives that
help attract and retain global tech companies to help create
jobs for Calgary’s residents while attracting global tech talent
(Rojas, 2018). Calgary can learn from Bristol and look into
raising innovative funding through the use of crypto-currency
investments (Bristol, 2019). Government initiatives that
provide middle and low class professionals with security or
welfare such as the Universal Basic Income initiative could
help mitigate income inequality in Calgary (Naude & Nagler,
2017). Implementing innovative initiatives (such as simpler
interfaces or access to online training) can increase labor
productivity in tech-related industries to help medium and low
skilled workers get job opportunities to help mitigate income
inequality (Naude & Nagler, 2017).
My research shows me that this ‘smart city race’ is global,
and many cities like Calgary are trying to transform into smart
cities the way caterpillars transform into butterflies (Gibson,
2018). They probably realize that technology is gaining global
exponential momentum and that the only way to progress
in the future is to flow with the momentum (Gibson, 2018).
Cities like Calgary are figuring it out, and these cities are
trying to facilitate different ways of globally collaborating on
innovative ideas that could help mitigate income inequality
(Gouvernement, n.d.).

Cities, like Calgary, are adapting to technological disruption
by becoming smart cities in order to facilitate innovation that
attracts both technological talent and jobs from tech-related
companies/organizations (Bristol, 2019).
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Covid-19’s Impact on Technological Advancements In
Calgary’s Ecosystem
The dreadful Covid-19 crisis is causing a significant amount of global economic adversity (Beech, 2020). Research suggests
that venture funding for digital startups might decrease by about 25% as a result of the Covid-19 crisis (Morelix, 2020). Research
suggests that up to $28 billion could leave global tech ecosystems if half of global venture capital deals diminish (Morelix, 2020).
There are some windows of hope in these trying times (Beech, 2020). The Covid-19 crisis is currently catalyzing technological
innovations to help fight the virus (Beech, 2020). 3D printing companies are creating door openers and protective gear that
can help protect people from spreading the virus (Beech, 2019). Strong support from the government and entrepreneurial
organizations could help promote progressive tech advancements in Calgary (Morelix, 2020). Initiatives such as government
funding and venture capital funding for startups could create jobs in Calgary to help offset the economic adversities caused
by Covid-19 (Morelix, 2020). Research suggests that some tech companies are even benefiting from opportunities linked to
digital solutions that help people work remotely (Stephenson, 2020). Some governments are also taking initiatives to pay worker
wages to help keep key corporate businesses operational (Morelix, 2020). Alberta’s government is already taking initiatives
to rejuvenate the tech ecosystem in Calgary through an upcoming diversification initiative (Stephenson, 2020). Supporting
the funding of startups through the help of efficient budgets could help catalyze technological advancements that could help
Calgary’s economy thrive in the future (Morelix, 2020).
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Appendix
Fig. 1A

Rise in
Tech-related
employment
demand in YYC

Opportunity to
bridge income
disparity in Calgary’s
Employment Pool

Fig. 1B
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Decline in
demand for oil
and gas
employment

Fig. 1C
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Fig. 2: Cities
Country

Population

Gini
Coefficient

Palma
Ratio

Median
Income USD

Canada

1,635,000
(Calgary, 2020)

0.32
(World, 2020)

1.1
(OECD, 2018)

$72,299
(Alberta, 2017)

UK

227,560
(Scottish, 2018)

0.36
(OECD, 2018)

$35,008
1.5
(OECD, 2018) (Aberdeen, 2018)

US

727,211
(United, 2020)

0.46
(Data, 2018)

1.8
(OECD, 2018)

$63, 793
(United, 2020)

Denver also supported the creation of
the Denver Tech Center which further
propagated a healthy ecosystem for
tech (Maclean, 2016).

France

2,140,526
(Statista, 2019)

0.29
(OECD, 2018)

1.1
(OECD, 2018)

$31, 112
(World, 2020)

Venture capital investments from
government initiatives and other private
entities (Dillet, 2019).Top VC investors
are Brighteyes Ventures, CapHorn
Invest, Partech and Orange digital
ventures (Trajkovska, 2019).

Berlin

Germany

3,562,038
(World, 2019)

0.29
(OECD, 2018)

1.1
(OECD, 2018)

$33,333
(World, 2020)

Investments into startup tech
companies from companies like Rocket
Internet (Rojas, 2018).

Bristol

UK

463,400
(Bristol, 2020)

0.36
(OECD, 2018)

1.5
(OECD, 2018)

$66,829
(Point2, 2020)

Venture Capitals from US and Asia
helped invest over 3 billion pounds into
the UK’s tech sector (Browne, 2019).
The capability and innovation fund is a
fund that accelerates Fintech ideas in
the UK (Wright & Armas, 2019).

Pittsburgh

US

$47,417
(DATA USA, n.d.)

Westinghouse Electric Company
invested $3 million into Carnegie
Mellon’s Robotic Institute (Katz &
Nowak, 2018). Nasa invested into
the National Robotic Engineering
Center towards the late 1990s (Katz &
Nowak, 2018). Innovation Works has
been known to invest $72 million into
hundreds of startups in Pittsburgh (Katz
& Nowak, 2018).

City

Calgary

Aberdeen
Denver

Paris

0.469
1.8
301,038
(DATA USA, n.d.) (DATA USA, n.d.) (OECD, 2018)
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Initiatives & Innovations

The Opportunity Calgary Investment
Fund in 2018 (Galang, 2018). The fund
is coordinated by CED (Galang, 2018).
$100 million has been invested to help
businesses in Calgary that work with
technology (Galang, 2018). OCIF has
funded businesses like Lighthouse Labs
and Hatch-YYC(Calgary, 2020).
Aberdeen’s Diversification Strategy
(Smith, 2018)

Fig. 2B: City Metrics For Benchmarked Cities
Population Is
Mid-sized

Home to Universities/
Colleges/ Higher
Learning Institutions

Traditional
Industries*

Economy

Quality of Life

Household
Internet
Use

Bristol

463,400
(Bristol, 2020)

Yes
(Randstad, 2019)

Yes
(Ramsey, 2003)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(McKeever, 2019)

High - 91%
(Bristol, 2016)

Calgary

1,635,000
(Calgary, 2020)

Yes
(Kaufmann, 2020)

Yes
(Fletcher, 2019)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 89%
(Statistics, 2018)

Denver

727,211
(United, 2020)

Yes
(Accredited, 2019)

Yes
(Maclean, 2016)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Weber, 2018)

High - 83.7%
(United, 2020)

Aberdeen

227,560
(Scottish, 2018)

Yes
(University, n.d.)

Yes
(Roach, 2019)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 84%
(Aberdeen, 2018)

Pittsburgh

301,038
Yes
(Katz
&
Nowak,
2018)
(DATA USA, n.d.)

Yes
(PHMC, 2015)

Advanced
(OECD, 2020)

High
(Mercer, 2020)

High - 79%
(United, 2020)

City

*Traditional Industries include Oil/Energy, Manufacturing, Railways or Agriculture
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